From the Editor-in-Chief

Security is on most people’s minds these days. Media is on it much more—just ask any reporter who has done the empathy behind “If you see something, say something.”

When the discussion turns to security for airports and airplanes, some sources say don’t despair. Our lead story today by Cindy Drake has explores a gap in airport security: airport employees with inside access to facilities. Those with unlimited access behind the discussions on the terms including machines, cleaning crew, and baggage handlers. For the most part, these workers must not be screened.

Should we trust them more than we trust passengers?

Cindy covers the proposal being discussed in Washington to close the gap, including the practical obstacles and the high expense of implementing comprehensive screening. She also covers some actual incidents that have been traced to airport employees. Thanks, Airbus, AK-47 smuggled aboard. Think Airbus.
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